
INTELLIGENT 131 

Chapter 131: Want To Harm Aoi 

"Just get up. It's nothing. She doesn't know me." Yu Qi was lazy to drag this matter longer. 

"Get up." Ming Yue ordered them 

The woman and those two girls stood up. The woman repeatedly said thanked and apologized on behalf 

of the girls. The girls looked at Yu Qi with hate. 

Yu Qi replied with a smile. Honestly, she did not care about the girls. She could handle this matter 

without her aunties help. But had someone defended her was a happy feeling. So, she just let her 

aunties handle everything for her. 

Yu Qi and her aunties already lost the mood for window shopping. So they just left the mall and went 

back home. 

"Meeting that family makes me lose my mood." Ming Yue said in the way back home. 

"Do you know that aunty?" 

"Yeah. Their family was working at our hospital." Ming Yue told her. 

"Those girls really said something like that to you?" Su Xiao asked her. 

"Yeah, maybe because she did not know me." 

"Even she did not know you, she can't say anything like that." A disgusted tone could be heard from 

Ming Yue's voice. 

"Aunties, don't tell our family about this. I don't want a family destroyed because of the small matter 

like this. That girl might insult her but the family was innocent." 

"Sigh. Yeah. Don't worry. I would not tell others about this, especially your grandfather." Ming Yue 

chuckled. She knew anything can happen to that family if Grandpa Tang knew about it. 

They arrived at the Tang House. Su Xiao asked Steward Hang Ji Chang to prepare lunch for them. Yu Qi 

wanted to go to her room first. When she stepped into the room, she knew someone had entered 

during her absence. Her nose picked up some scent like perfume. Her sensitivity toward the smell 

improved after she spending hours smelling the herbs and another thing. 

"Aoi?" She could sense Aoi here. 

'What?' Aoi turned visible to Yu Qi. He just sitting under the bed. 

"Are you here all the time?" 

'Yes, master.' 

"So, you saw the person entered my room?" 

'Yes. She was looking for me though.' 



"Oh, she was looking for you? Why is that?" 

'I heard she wanted to feed me some 'food'.' 

"I see. Let's drop it for now. Let's talk about your power, Aoi." Yu Qi did not know that Aoi had the ability 

to turn invisible. 

'It's one of my power. My mother said I will awaken my powers along with my growth.' 

"I see. Let's go and eat." They walked out of the room and went to the dining. There were some maids in 

the dining room. 

'Master, she is the one who entered our room earlier. The one standing on the right side.' Aoi's voice 

appeared in her mind gave the hint of the maid who entered her room. 

Yu Qi's eyes turned to Ping Bi Xia and observed her. Ping Bi Xia met Yu Qi's eyes. She was trembling a 

little bit. She felt like Yu Qi could see through her, knew her plan that wanted to do something to her 

dog. 

Yu Qi moved and sat at the table. Ping Bi Xia calmed up herself. She was sure that that bitch did not 

know her plan. 

.... 

"Master, that girl wants to harm you and Aoi." Bo Ya told Yu Qi who sat relaxing at the pavilion in her 

space. 

"I know my dear. But we don't have the evidence to point her. We have to plan to get the evidence." Yu 

Qi patted Bo Ya's head. She knew he was worried about her and Aoi's safety. 

"She will do something soon or later." Yu Qi added. "And the target was somehow Aoi." 

"Maybe because I'm still a puppy," Aoi said unhappily. 

"But Aoi, you are not a normal puppy." She smiled sweetly to Aoi. 

"That kind of maid must be removed from the Tang family. It would be a disaster if we leave her alone." 

Now Yu Qi smiled coldly. 

Aoi and Bo Ya looked at each other. Seemed their master already had a plan for that maid. Somehow 

they pitied that maid. She would not have what she wanted to have. 

Yu Qi stood up and walked to the pagoda to continue her lesson. 

Chapter 132: Cooperate With Her 

Decided to follow Grandpa Tang to the hospital, Yu Qi asked Aoi to behave nicely in their room. That 

maid might come and enter their room. 

Aoi followed his master instruction. After breakfast, Aoi sat on his own bed. 



Yu Qi entered the hospital together with Grandpa Tang. As usual, Grandpa Tang like an idol here. One 

step in, the crowd appeared asking for Grandpa Tang. The different was this fans of his were wearing a 

long white coat. 

Yu Qi stayed out of the crowd. She was standing no far from Grandpa Tang waiting for him to finish 

dealing with his fan. As she waiting, a doctor came toward Yu Qi. 

"Young Miss Tang, I'm sorry for behalf of my granddaughter yesterday. I hope you can forgive us." The 

doctor said politely. 

Yu Qi could sense the sincerity from his tone. "Don't worry. I already forget about that. But please tell 

her that don't judge a person by its appearance. She might invite trouble not only for herself but for her 

family too." She reminded him. 

"Yes, thank you, Young Miss Tang." The doctor did not expect Young Miss Tang did not mind that 

yesterday matter. Unlike the young miss of other families. 

"What's happen here?" Grandpa Tang approached the two of them and asked about it. 

"That..." The doctor wanted to explain but Yu Qi blocked his words. 

"Nothing, grandfather. He just asked about my studies." Yu Qi smiled. "Let's go to your office." Yu Qi 

held her grandfather's hand and turned to the doctor. " Thank for your concern. But my study doing 

okay." She gave a meaningful smile. 

The doctor immediately understood. This matter must not be heard to Doctor Tang. 

"Let's go to see that brat, Qin Hao. I'm booked him for you. He should be free for now from the surgery." 

Grandpa Tang changed the direction. 

"Why?" 

"I want you to do a medical check-up for your brain." Grandpa Tang stated the fact. He still worried 

about the last matter when he last met her. 

"Okay." Understood her grandfather's intention, she agreed to do a medical check-up. 

They arrived at Tang Qin Hao's room. Tang Qin Hao was expecting her already. 

"Little Sis, how are your brain?" Tang Qin Hao greeted with his style of greeting. 

"My brain is okay, Brother Qin Hao." She also answered according to his style. 

"Brat, I will leave her on your good hand." Grandpa Tang said to Tang Qin Hao and turned to Yu Qi. 

"Make sure to do that medical check-up." 

"Okay." Both of them answered their grandfather. 

Grandpa Tang left Tang Qin Hao's room leaving Yu Qi and Tang Qin Hao together. 

"You will undergo the scan on your brain. Let's go." 



Tang Qin Hao walked out from his room together Yu Qi. She sighed. Nowadays, she felt like she is a 

famous celebrity. At the university, she became famous because of Bai Shu Jin's matter. At this hospital, 

she became famous because of one of Tang younger generation. Many nurses that they passed, gave 

her an envious look. 

"Brother Qin Hao, did you know you are famous?" Yu Qi suddenly asked Tang Qin Hao. 

"What is famous?" 

That question from Tang Qin Hao made Yu Qi speechless. She felt the word 'weird' was suitable for this 

genius. 'Weird Genius'. 

Tang Qin Hao began the procedure for the medical check-up for his sister's brain. He interested to know 

the result of the check-up after the last time. Yu Qi undergoes the scan. 

After that, Yu Qi had free time. Tang Qin Hao said she free to go now. He would ask someone to tell her 

if the result is done. 

Yu Qi walked to traditional Chinese Medicine department. The smell of herbs attacking her nose. This 

smell made her comfortable. She entered the department. Only a doctor slightly younger than Grandpa 

Tang and a young nurse but older than Yu Qi were there together with an old patient accompanied by 

someone, maybe her son. 

They looked at the entrance to see who was entering this department. They surprised to see the young 

girl here. 

Yu Qi smiled when they looked at her. She knew they must felt strange when a young person entered 

this Traditional Medicine Department. 

"Hum...Can I see around?" Yu Qi asked the doctor. 

"Oh...feel free." The doctor gave permission. 

He suddenly remembered about what the legendary Doctor Tang said. He got a granddaughter that 

interested with the traditional Chinese medicine who currently pursue her study in the medical course. 

The description that the legendary Doctor Tang said was fit this young girl in front of him. 

"Doctor Lim, are you sure to allow her to look around?" Asked the young nurse to Doctor Lim. 

"Yes, let her be. Don't disturb her unlike it's necessary. It's was legendary Doctor Tang's beloved 

granddaughter, Young Miss Tang Yu Qi." The doctor quickly told the young nurse about that girl's 

identity so that the young nurse did not make any problem to the Young Miss Tang Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi got to see the herbs that this department had. Probably the herbs came from her grandfather's 

store. 

'Master, that maid enter our room again. She was spraying something to me. I bet she wants me to lose 

my consciousness." Aoi's voice suddenly talked to her updating what had happened in their room. 

The temperature around her started to drop. 'That maid... How dare she wanted to harm Aoi.' 



'Cooperate with her. Just do whatever she wants to do. But if she hurt you, pay her back. Keep updating 

to me, okay.' Yu Qi replied to Aoi. 

'Alright, master.' 

Chapter 133: Saving A Life 

After watching the cleaner came out from the room, Ping Bi Xia entered the room. The puppy laid on its 

master bed. Yesterday she came inside the room looking for the puppy, there was no puppy inside the 

room. When that bitch came back and appeared at the dining room, she could see the puppy walking 

together with that bitch. 

She got angry because of that. However, today, she would execute her plan. The puppy opened its eyes 

and stared back to her. She was shocked for a moment. Then she calmed down herself and took out the 

bottle. 

She approached the puppy and spray the liquid at its face. The puppy loses its consciousness. She smiled 

wickedly. The animal is a creature without a brain. 

The first thing was done. Now she wanted to destroy that bitch's face. She looked at the skincare on the 

small table. Opened one of the bottles, she poured something inside it. With this, that bitch's face would 

be destroyed. 

She took the puppy and put inside the plastic bag that she brought. She opened the door and supervised 

around. There was no person at the corridor. She quickly fled from the room. She went into the kitchen. 

She saw a group of maid doing the duty. 

Everyone seemed to be busy. She bet no one knew if she went outside for a moment. If someone saw 

her, she would tell that she just throw the garbage. 

Returning to her room, she changed her uniform into something casual. She sneaked out from the Tang 

House. She wanted to throw the garbage far away so that bitch would not found her puppy anymore. 

She could see that bitch really love her puppy. It would be fun to see her face when she found out her 

puppy gone missing. 

She went to a nearby river. This river would be going to help her transfer the puppy far away. She threw 

the plastic bag into the river. She saw the plastic bag moved following the flow of the river. Her job was 

settle. 

... 

Without Ping Bi Xia knowing, Aoi keeps updating what had happened in their room. Yu Qi smiled hearing 

Aoi with his cute voice reporting the situation. 

'Master, she put something in one of the bottles on the table. I don't know what kind of liquid is it.' Then 

he became quiet. 

'Master, she put me into the plastic bag.' 

'Master, she talked to herself she going to throw the garbage. I'm not garbage. This woman, wait until I 

bite you.' 



'Master, she going out now.' 

Aoi became silent again. This time, it was quite long silent. Yu Qi decided to call for him. 'Aoi.' 

Aoi answered but his tone was panic. 'Master, I think she throws me I'm the river.' 

'What?' Yu Qi also panics when hearing Aoi saying that. 

Yu Qi stopped whatever she doing and left. Before she left, she managed to thank the doctor for giving 

her permission to look around and said that she would be back soon or later. 

'Bo Ya, Aoi in trouble. Can you detect his location?' Yu Qi called for Bo Ya. 

"Master, I can't but you can. You can detect his location. It was your link." Bo Ya told his master. 

Yeah, the blood contract between the master and the beast could be used to detect the location of 

them, whether the master or the beast. 

Yu Qi started to feel the link. She could detect Aoi's location. And he still moving. She had to find him 

faster. She walked quickly. 

"Little Sis." 

Yu Qi turned to the voice. Tang Han Lee and Tang Jin Wei were together. Her eyes lifted up. She ran to 

her brothers. 

"Do you have a car?" She asked them in an urgent tone. 

Sensing something was wrong, Tang Han Lee quickly nodded. 

"Can you drive me somewhere?" Yu Qi asked again. 

"Let's go." Tang Han Lee pulled his sister's hand. 

Tang Jin Wei shouted. "Wait for me. I'm going too." 

The three of them entered the car and Tang Han Lee drove the car. 

"Where do you want to go?" Tang Han Lee exited the parking hospital. 

"Go to the river near our house." She gave the location. 

Without asking for any details, Tang Han Lee quickly drove to that location. 

"Little Sis, why do you want to go there?" Tang Jin Wei asked out of curiosity. 

"Saving a life." Yu Qi just gave him a short answer. 

Sensing his little sister's panic tone, he did not inquire more. He would be asking her when the thing got 

better. 

The car approaching the river. "Stop." Yu Qi said. 



Tang Han Lee quickly stopped the car when his little sister asked. Yu Qi moved out of the car and stood 

the river bank. She looked around searching for something. The flow of the river was not so fast. She still 

could sense Aoi. He was somewhere around here. 

Then she spotted a black plastic bag. Without waiting anymore, she jumped into the river. Her two 

brothers shouted to her. She did not care about them. In her head, saving Aoi was her priority. Luckily 

she learned swimming before. She swam to that black plastic bag and grabbed it. 

"Aoi." She called him. 

'Master,' Aoi replied her with a weak voice. 

She swam back to the river bank. Tang Han Lee wrapped her with a towel. 

"Thank you, Big Brother Han Lee." 

Putting the plastic bag on the ground, she ripped the plastic bag. She saw Aoi in his weak state. Probably 

because of not enough air. 

"Aoi." She cried. 

'Master, you can give some of your energy to him.' Bo Ya said to his master. 

'Really? How?" 

'Put your hand on his head. The energy will flows you want.' Bo Ya guided his master. 

Yu Qi put her hand on Aoi's head. She could feel the energy flow from her body into Aoi's body. 

'Enough, Master. Giving him more energy would be bad for him." 

Hearing Bo Ya said that she quickly removed her hand. Yu Qi took a breath of relief." 

"Little Sis, what's happened here? Why Aoi in this state?" Tang Jin Wei asked about this situation. 

"Let's go home. I will make that person suffer for what she did to Aoi." Yu Qi's aura changed. The 

murderous aura was leaking out from her body. 'How dare you do something like this to my Aoi?' She 

wrapped Aoi in the towel given by Tang Han Lee. 

Tang Han Lee and Tang Jin Wei could feel Yu Qi's changes. Their little sister looked very angry. However, 

they could understand. Her beloved puppy has been thrown into the river leaving its suffer. 

Yu Qi left her puppy at their house. Why can the puppy happen to be in the river? What's that could 

they conclude, someone from their household made their move towards Aoi. What was their motive? 

And why Aoi? 

While her brothers in their thinking, Yu Qi planned her strategy to make that person suffer. That person 

would not easily admit what she had done. She had to make her admit herself. The first thing to do was 

calm down. The thing she needed was the evidence. With that, she could not deny it. 

Chapter 134: Lay The Trap For Her 



Yu Qi went home together with Tang Han Lee and Tang Jin Wei. Ming Yue and Su Xiao were shocked 

when they saw Yu Qi's appearance. 

"My dear, what had happened to you?" Su Xiao asked Steward Hang Ji Chang to take a towel. 

"There is no need, aunties. I will go to my room to take a hot shower." Yu Qi said to them. 

Her aunties urged her to do so. "Go. We can't let you catch a cold." 

Yu Qi quickly disappeared to her room leaving her aunties and their sons. 

Ming Yue turned to her two sons. "Tell me, what is going on?" 

Tang Han Lee and Tang Jin Wei looked at each other. They had difficulties to tell their mother because 

they also had no idea what had happened. 

"Mum, we also don't know about that. We met Yu Qi in panic at the hospital asking Big Brother to drive 

her to the river near our house. She was searching for something. Turned out Aoi was in the plastic bag 

inside the river. We also shocked by that." Tang Jin Wei was the one who answered his mother's 

question. 

"What?" Su Xiao and Ming Yue said the same word at the same time. 

"Why Aoi in that plastic bag?" Su Xiao wondered about that. 

Everyone was silent. Who knew about that? Just the culprit knew that. 

Inside Yu Qi's room, Yu Qi brought Aoi together with her to take the hot shower. Aoi already had the 

energy to talk to her. She relieved to see Aoi. 

'Master, I thought I will not see you anymore.' Aoi cried in her hug. 

"Sorry. I let you experience the scary thing." Yu Qi coaxed Aoi by rubbing his fur. 

'So, master, what is our next move?' 

"You just relax. Let me do the job." Yu Qi already planned her next move. 

'Okay, Master. Master, I'm hungry.' 

Yu Qi laughed. "Okay, let's go eat. This should surprise that girl." 

Yu Qi brought Aoi to the kitchen. The maids already prepared for the dinner. 

"Sister, can you prepare food for my puppy first?" Yu Qi asked politely. 

"Of course, Young Miss Yu Qi. I will prepare it right now." One maid answered her request. 

Ping Bi Xia also there. As Yu Qi expected, she was shocked by seeing the puppy that she already threw 

into the river still here requesting for the food. Safe and sound. How can that puppy escape? She already 

made sure the plastic bag tied properly. It should already die from lack of oxygen since no air entering 

the plastic bag. 

'Did master see her face?' 



'She must feel confused when looking at you.' 

"Yu Qi!!" Someone shouted her name loudly. 

Yu Qi turned to the source of the shout. She could see her grandfather together with her two uncles 

moving towards her. They must hear the news from her two brothers. 

"What's happened to you?" Grandpa Tang asked by inspecting her body up and down. 

"I'm fine, grandfather. Hum, Uncle Jung Wen, can I use your study room? I have something to tell all of 

you." Yu Qi turned to Tang Jung Wen behind Grandpa Tang. 

Tang Jung Wen gave his permission to Yu Qi t use his study room. "Of course, you can use it." 

"And ask someone to call our family members." 

They went to the Tang Jung Wen's study room. They were waiting for others to come. Ten minutes later, 

all of them were present except that weird genius, Tang Qin Hao. He did not even return home. 

"I gather everyone here to tell about something." Yu Qi started to talk. 

"Is it about the matter this evening?" Tang Han Lee asked her. 

"Yes. Aoi was thrown by someone into the river. Someone passed the message to me telling me about 

this. Even though the probability it was a prank, I could not help to confirm it. Thank goodness, I went to 

that place and found Aoi. If not, Aoi would die." Yu Qi made a little lie to make sure her story made 

sense. 

"How this happens?" 

"I'm leaving Aoi inside my room this morning. Let's say if he goes out, he should not end up in the plastic 

bag and throw into the river unless someone does it, right?" 

"Make sense. Someone did it." Tang Han Lee nodded several times. 

"The question is who?" Tang Jung Wen thought about that. 

"I don't lock my room. So everyone can enter and exit my room." Yu Qi said. 

"The maid entered your room for cleaning today on my order." Ming Yue told them a fact. 

Yu Qi took out a USB. "Can I use the computer?" 

"Yes." Tang Jung Wen quickly on her computer and gave the way for Yu Qi to use it. 

Yu Qi took over and connected the USB to the CPU of the computer. She played one of the video files 

inside the USB. She played the latest one which date was today. 

Yu Qi tried to skip the for the time when she already left to hospital. In the video, they saw Aoi laid lazily 

on Yu Qi's bed. They could see two maids entered and cleaned the room without doing anything to Aoi. 

After they left, someone entered the room. They shocked when they saw what she doing to Aoi. They 

also saw she poured some liquid inside the skincare that Yu Qi used. They could imagine that liquid 

would harm Yu Qi. 



"This maid is the new maid that we hired. How dare she tried to harm my niece? I will confront her." Su 

Xiao wanted to left but Yu Qi stopped her. 

"Don't, Aunty Su Xiao. She would not admit it." Yu Qi said. 

"Why? We do have the evidence here." Ming Yue asked. 

" She would say this video was edited. Don't worry. I will make her confess herself. I will lay the trap for 

her. She will not escape this." Yu Qi smiled in her lips but her eyes not. 

Chapter 135: Collect The Evidence 

"So, what is the plan?" Tang Jin Wei excitedly laid his eyes to his little sister. 

He felt excited because this was interesting. It kind of the scene that came out from detective comic. He 

should meet his little sister earlier, then his life becomes more interesting. 

"Well, after dinner, I would like to go to the police station." Yu Qi made the decision. 

After that, they went to the dining room to eat dinner. The atmosphere was normal. Yu Qi told them to 

act normal to make sure the culprit did not notice anything unusual. Yu Qi was joking with Tang Jin Wei 

making the atmosphere fun. 

Ping Bi Xia clutched her hand tightly. Why her plan did not work? That puppy should die somewhere else 

in the river. Why did he here eating the dinner happily? She told herself to calm down. She would think 

something else. 'You can just happy for today, you bitch.' 

After dinner, she went to her room to get something. That something was her skincare and the plastic 

bag used to put Aoi inside. She collected all the skincare that she had. 

When she appeared in the living room, all of the Tang Family members were present. Well, except for 

one, Tang Qin Hao. She said she wanted to go to the police station right now. 

Tang Jin Wei offered himself to go with her. She refused. She referred her Big Brother Han Lee to 

accompany her because he looked like someone that could control the situation unlike her Brother Jin 

Wei. 

Tang Jin Wei wanted to follow them too. Not only Tang Jin Wei, but Grandpa Tang also wanted to follow 

her. Yu Qi sighed. The more they argued, the more the time wasted. So, she agreed about them 

following her. The four of them went to the police station. 

"I want to talk to your superior. Tell him, Tang Jiang Man, is here." Grandpa Tang told the police officers 

inside the police station. 

The police officers looked at each other before deciding to call their superior. Their superior came 

quickly as soon as possible when he heard that name. 

"Welcome Doctor Tang. What is your matter make you come here?" A man in the uniform came and 

greeted Grandpa Tang politely. 

"Not me but her. My granddaughter needs your help." Grandpa Tang pointed to Yu Qi. 



The man turned to the girl. She had a faint smile on her lips. 

"Then, what can I help you, Young Miss Tang?" The man asked Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi looked at the name tag on his uniform. 'Ji Xun Pei.' " Sir Ji Xun Pei, I want to file a report on 

someone. Her name is Ping Bi Xia, 22 years old. Currently working as a maid at the Tang House." 

"May I know what crime she committed?" Jin Xun Pei needed to know all of the things before he could 

file the report. 

"Attempted to harm me and my puppy." 

"I see." Ji Xun Pei felt this case might be hard to crack. 

"I need your help to analyze something." She put the things that she brought with her on the table. 

"What is this?" Ji Xun Pei could not help to ask her. 

"I need to identify who else touch this plastic bag beside me." Yu Qi pointed to the plastic bag. " And for 

this, I want to know what material in this bottle." Yu Qi showed the skincare. 

Then, Yu Qi placed the USB in front of Ji Xun Pei. "In this video, show that Ping Bi Xia entered my room, 

put something inside my skincare, and put my puppy inside the plastic bag and brought my puppy out 

from my puppy." 

Ji Xun Pei took the USB and connected it to his computer. Yu Qi showed the video that showed someone 

put something in her skincare and put her puppy into the plastic bag. 

"I found my puppy inside the river. Thank goodness, he is still alive." Yu Qi said. 

"Her motive?" 

"I don't know." 

"This video itself is enough to arrest her. I will send this to the forensic department to analyze it. I will 

tell you about it tomorrow evening." Ji Xun Pei pointed to the video, plastic bag, and the skincare. 

"Thank you, Sir Ji Xun Pei. Your cooperation is much appreciated." Yu Qi thanked Ji Xun Pei. 

The matter at the police was settled. Thank you to Grandpa Tang's name, it made the work easier. 

Meanwhile, at the Tang House, Ping Bi Xia flustered to see the puppy sat together with Ming Yue and 

Sun Xiao. She thought she got the puppy since Yu Qi was out. But Ming Yue and Su Xiao were guarding 

the puppy. 

Ping Bi Xia did not know that Ming Yue and Su Xiao put their guard up when they saw Ping Bi Xia was 

eyeing Aoi to take him away. 

Chapter 136: Waiting 

In the morning, Yu Qi decided to bring Aoi to the hospital to check his condition. It was better for her for 

being cautious, her aunties suggested. Yu Qi just followed their suggestion even though she knew Aoi 



was not a normal dog. Bo Ya said it was okay for a doctor to check his body since his body was nothing 

different than other dogs. 

Ping Bi Xia obviously unhappy to hear this news. How she going to conduct her plan if the puppy was not 

here. She tried to scoop the news when Yu Qi was returning home yesterday. Other maids said they did 

not know anything. They suggested Ping Bi Xia to asked Steward Hang Ji Chang because Steward Hang Ji 

Chang was the person that welcomed her. 

How could Ping Bi Xia asked Steward Hang Ji Chang about that? He would be suspicious when she 

suddenly asked him about this. She could not make that mistake. 

So, the puppy was out of her target. She could only make her move on Yu Qi herself. Well, that was not 

a bad idea. She already put something on Yu Qi's skincare. Maybe doing something more would be okay 

too. 

Ping Bi Xia felt happy as she thought about it. She just needed to enter Yu Qi's room once more. 

....... 

"There is nothing wrong with his body. He is okay." The veterinarian told her the result of checkup for 

Aoi. 

"I see, thank you, doctor. Hum, doctor, can I leave him here for about a day? I will pick up him in the 

evening. I still have some matters to settle here." Yu Qi needed to see Tang Qin Hao to ask him about 

the scan result yesterday. 

"Of course, I would glad to take care of him." The doctor agreed, not because Yu Qi was her boss's 

granddaughter but she kind of liked the puppy. He looked so cute. And also smart. 

"Thank you." After thanking the doctor, Yu Qi left. 

She went to Tang Qin Hao's room after confirming with nurses at the reception. She did not want to just 

go and found out he was on the surgery. 

She knocked on the door. Hearing the lazy voice asking her to enter, she went inside. Tang Qin Hao 

leaned lazily to her chair. 

"Oh, it's Little Sis." Tang Qin Hao said. 

"What's about my result? Is it okay?" She just asked even though she knew anything was wrong with 

her. 

"From the result that I'm analyzed, nothing's wrong with you. I thought I would see something like I saw 

before. How boring." Tang Qin Hao answered. 

Yu Qi's mouth was twitching. Did she just hear that he wanted her to be sick? She sighed. Never mind. 

He was just a weird person. 

"Is that so? I would tell grandfather about the result. Just go home once. Aunty Su Xiao probably misses 

her son." Yu Qi went out. 



Her next destination was Traditional Chinese Medicine Department. When she stepped in today, she 

saw her grandfather inside. 

"Grandfather?" 

"Oh, Yu Qi." 

Yu Qi greeted others too. There were only yesterday doctor and nurse in the department. 

"As you heard, this is my granddaughter and disciple." Grandpa Tang told them. 

"We already met her yesterday, Doctor Tang." Doctor Lim stated. 

"You came here yesterday?" Grandpa Tang turned Yu Qi and asked her. 

"Yes after meeting Brother Qin Hao. Oh, about the result, Brother Qin Hao said there is nothing wrong 

with me, so that, he lost interest." Yu Qi conveyed what Tang Qin Hao told her. 

"That brat, did he want his sister to be sick?" Grandpa Tang sounded his thought. 

Yu Qi laughed. "I also think the same thing. Well, Brother Qin Hao just a weird." 

"It was a long time since I taught you, right? I will give you a lesson today." His Master switch was on. 

"Okay, Master." Her Disciple switch also on. 

"Humm, can we join too?" Doctor Lim asked on behalf of him and his nurse. Lesson from Legendary 

Doctor Tang would interesting. 

"Up to you." Grandpa Tang said. 

........ 

At six o'clock in the evening, Yu Qi took Aoi from the Veterinary Department to go home. Grandpa Tang 

said he would be waiting at the main entrance. 

When she wanted to take Aoi, the doctor earlier seemed did not want to let go Aoi. She already fell in 

love with Aoi's charm. 

On the way to the main entrance, she met Tang Jin Wei and Tang Han Lee who also wanted to go home. 

"Did you have night duty tonight?" Tang Han Lee asked his brother. 

"I switch with my friend for today. How can I miss the interesting thing about to happen tonight, right 

Little Sis?" Tang Jin Wei obviously talked about yesterday's matter. 

Grandpa Tang already received the call from the police station about the evidence that Yu Qi brought 

yesterday. The police officers would be coming to the Tang House tonight. 

Tang Han Lee sighed. His brother always like this. He could not stop him. 

"Where is the grandfather?" Tang Han Lee asked Yu Qi. 

"He said he will be waiting for me at the entrance. Maybe Uncle Min Jan already here." Uncle Min Jan 

was Grandpa Tang's driver. 



"Brother Han Lee, I will go home with you. I will leave my car here." Tang Jin Wei grinned to his brother. 

Tang Han Lee just let him do whatever he wanted. He did not have the power to reject his brother. If he 

tried, he knew he would not be success. 

Chapter 137: Interrogate Her 

The dinner was normal as usual. The unexpected was Tang Qin Hao was home too. Because of Yu Qi's 

words, he went back home. His mother, Su Xiao was happy to see her daughter alive. 

The newly hired maid looked at Tang Qin Hao with the interested look in their eyes. This was the first 

time they saw Tang Qin Hao. It was because Tang Qin Hao did not return home for two months straight. 

Tang Qin Hao did not pay any attention to the others. He only talked one word when his mother asked 

him about something. 

Meanwhile, Tang Jin Wei keeps talking to Yu Qi. Yu Qi felt tired dealing with Tang Jin Wei. He wanted to 

ask Yu Qi about the maid that wanted to harm her as the maid was standing not far from them. So, Yu Qi 

decided to ignore him. 

At the same time, Ping Bi Xia paid the attention to Tang Jin Wei. She grinded her teeth when she looked 

at the interaction between Yu Qi and Tang Jin Wei. It should be her sitting there talking to her man. Not 

that bitch. 

Dinner was over. Then it was showtime. Ji Xun Pei arrived at the Tang House with his two officers. 

Grandpa Tang asked all the workers in the Tang House to gather in the living room. Fortunately, the 

living room was big enough to occupy by 30 people. 

Everyone got nervous when they looked at the police officers. Their employer had called them. Who was 

the one that made Tang Family called the police to settle the matter? They looked at each other 

"I gather all of you here to give you some warning and wanted someone to confess their crime." There 

was a stern tone on the Grandpa Tang's voice. 

Even though, the power of the Tang Family already passed to his oldest son, Tang Jung Wen but, his 

words still got the power to decide the Tang Family's direction. 

"Young Miss Tang had filed a report against Miss Ping Bi Xia." Ji Xun Pei made the shocking statement. 

Ping Bi Xia suddenly paled when she heard that. Everyone knew her, was staring at her oddly. 

"Young Miss Tang, tell me why are you doing this to me? I'm not doing anything to you." Ping Bi Xia tried 

to run away from this. Ping Bi Xia thought Yu Qi could not catch her. Yu Qi did not have evidence to 

prove it. 

Yu Qi sneered. "Tell me. Are you not doing anything to me?" 

"Young Miss Tang, I'm done nothing. Even you don't like me, you should not frame me." Ping Bi Xia still 

immersed in her innocent look. She glanced to Tang Jin Wei for a second. 

"Do you think I don't have evidence?" Yu Qi brought out the USB from her pocket. She connected it to 

the laptop that she prepared earlier. 



She opened the video showing Ping Bi Xia entered Yu Qi's room. She did something to Aoi and Yu Qi's 

skincare. 

The workers were shocked when they watched the video. They could not imagine such an innocent 

looking girl done something like this. They gave the odd look once more to Ping Bi Xia. 

"How did you get this video?" Ping Bi Xia really did not know everything that she did, caught inside this 

video. 

"My nose was sensitive. I smell something that harms people inside my room. I was wondered why that 

smell inside my room. So I placed a hidden camera to monitor people that came inside my room." Yu Qi 

calming explained to Ping Bi Xia. 

"We also got two more evidence that showed Miss Ping Bi Xia intentionally wanted to harm Young Miss 

Tang." It was Ji Xun Pei's turn to speak. 

He asked his subordinates to bring out the two pieces of evidence. They placed the evidence on the 

table. 

"This is the plastic bag that Young Miss Tang's puppy was placed inside. From the report, the fingerprints 

found on this plastic bag were two people. One belonged to Young Miss Tang and more one belonged to 

Miss Ping Bi Xia." Ji Xun Pei showed the report. 

Then Ji Xun Pei continued, "This is the skincare's bottle that Young Miss Tang gave to me to test the 

composition of the content inside the bottle. The content is safe except for one composition which is 

Sodium Lauryl Sulfate (SLS). This surfactant can be found in more than 90 percent of personal care and 

cleaning products. It can interact and combine with other chemicals to form nitrosamines, a carcinogen. 

These combinations can lead to a host of other issues like kidney and respiratory damage." 

As Jin Xun Pei explained, the faces of the men of Tang Family members worsen. As doctors, they knew 

what kind of chemical and its effect. Grandpa Tang snapped. 

"How dare you want to harm my granddaughter?" Grandpa Tang shouted to Ping Bi Xia. 

Chapter 138: Arrest her 

Ping Bi Xia shocked when hearing Grandpa Tang shouted at her. Grandpa Tang really angry with this 

woman. 

"Grandfather, please calm down. We can't let you fall sick from this matter." Tang Jung Wen calmed 

down his father. His father already an old man. He could not let his father's blood pressure increased. 

Many problems would appear. 

"Miss Ping Bi Xia, may I ask you something?" Yu Qi looked at Ping Bi Xia. Without hearing a response 

from Ping Bi Xia, she continued, "Why are you doing this to me? This is the third day since you meet me. 

From the information, my aunties told me, you are a newly hired maid. What's the trigger you to do 

something like this to me? I don't remember that I offend you anyway." 

Ping Bi Xia suddenly laughed. She laughed for about two to three minutes. 

"Offend me? Of course, you have offended me." 



"What, where, when?" 

"You convert my man." 

Now, Yu Qi was shocked. Her man? Who? "Who is your man?" 

"Him." Ping Bi Xia pointed to someone. 

Everyone followed where she had been pointed to. Tang Jin Wei. 

"What? What? I? Your man?" Tang Jin Wei flabbergasted. 

"Yes." Ping Bi Xia lowered her head. There was blush on her cheek. 

Everyone gave a questioning look to Tang Jin Wei. 

"When did I become your man?" Tang Jin Wei gave a question to Ping Bi Xia. 

Tang Jin Wei felt wrong. Even though he was classified as a playboy, he would not mess with his own 

home maid. 

"I...I..." Ping Bi Xia could not give an answer. 

"See. Even you did not know yourself. How can I become your man? I do like to flirt with women but I 

would not mess with my mother's workers. It is my promise to my mother." Tang Jin Wei said in a 

serious tone. 

This was the first time Yu Qi watched her brother, Tang Jin Wei spoke seriously since she met him. 

Ping Bi Xia looked so desperate when she heard Tang Jin Wei saying like that. She was confident with her 

beauty. She was confident that she could tame Tang Jin Wei the playboy. 

She looked at Yu Qi and Tang Jin Wei back to back. She knew it was this bitch's fault. She then was 

looking at Yu Qi with great hatred. 

"It is your fault, bitch. Seduce him. If not, he will be my man." Ping Bi Xia snapped. She pointed angrily to 

Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi narrowed her eyes. Aoi in the danger because of her stupid reason. Yu Qi walked closer to Ping Bi 

Xia. Tang Jin Wei wanted to hold her but Tang Han Lee blocked him. 

Ping Bi Xia was standing confidently. Compared to Yu Qi's petiteness body, Ping Bi Xia looked mature. 

She sneered to Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi raised her hand and slapped Ping Bi Xia. That slap was really looked like had no power on it. 

However, Ping Bi Xia fell down said something else. Ping Bi Xia's face immediately swollen. There was a 

trace of blood appeared in the corner of her lips. 

"You." She screamed in pain. 

"Because of your stupid reason, you tried to harm me. Because of you're delusional, you are harming my 

Aoi. You are really an idiot woman. You know I'm Tang Jin Wei's sister. Which eyes that you see I'm 



seducing my brother, huh? You need to replace them." Yu Qi brought out her handkerchief and wiped 

her hand. 

"Sir Ji Xun Pei, you can take her away." After a long time silent, Ming Yue opened her mouth. 

Ming Yue really disgusted with this woman after she found out Ping Bi Xia's motive on attempted to 

harm her niece and puppy. She was an opened minded person. She would accept any woman that her 

sons loved if her personality was okay. But not this delusional woman. 

"Madam, please help me. I love your son." Ping Bi Xia begged Ming Yue. 

"Even though she is not my daughter, I love her like my daughter. And you tried to harm Yu Qi. Why 

should I let you stay here? Am I stupid?" Ming Yue mocked her. 

Tang Jung Wen made eye contact to Ji Xun Pei. Ji Xun Pei understood that signal. 

"Arrest her." Ji Xun Pei ordered his subordinates. 

The police officers held Ping Bi Xia. Ping Bi Xia struggled for the last time. The police officers had to hold 

her stronger. 

"Tang Jin Wei, I love you. Why don't you love me?" Ping Bi Xia screamed loudly while looking at Tang Jin 

Wei. 

The police officers forcibly brought out Ping Bi Xia. 

"I will bring her to the police station. I will need Young Miss Tang for your statement tomorrow." Ji Xun 

Pei left. 

Everyone was silent. They were overwhelming with the whole situation. 

"This incident will serve as a warning to all of you. Dare to hurt my family member, you will get the 

retribution." Grandpa Tang was eyeing all of the workers. 

Chapter 139: Visiting Greenhouse 

After having breakfast, Yu Qi packed her things to bring to the Shiwa Town together with Grandpa Tang. 

Grandpa Tang in the good mood since got to know Yu Qi wanted to go back to Shiwa Town. 

The ones who got sad was her two aunties. They wanted to follow her but they could not. Even though 

they were opened minded but when came to their husband, they would follow their husband. It was not 

good when they left their husband alone. 

"Remember to come here before you go back to the University." Ming Yue told her. 

"Okay, Aunty Ming Yue. I will make sure to come here." Yu Qi held her aunties' hand. 

The car moved towards the Shiwa Town. Yu Qi could not wait to see her greenhouse and ryokan. The 

greenhouse should be in the harvest time. She wondered the seed from her space would be worked the 

same or not. 



Back to Ping Bi Xia's case, Yu Qi already gave her statement. She would let the law punished her. Ming 

Yue and Su Xiao harden their heart, made a new rule to the worker. Harming the family members would 

be given the harshest punishment. 

They arrived home in the evening entering the night. The maid, Sister Chu Xiao greeted them with a 

smile. Yu Qi hugged Sister Chu Xiao. She missed Sister Chu Xiao's cooking. 

Then she saw Song Nan, Song Tai, and Song Tao. Song Tao and Song Tai came forward to greet her. 

"Miss Yu Qi, welcome home." Song Tao bowed. 

"Miss Yu Qi, you choose the perfect time to come back. Miss Yu Qi's greenhouse is now in the harvest 

time." Song Tai told her. 

"Really? I can not wait to see them." Yu Qi excited. 

.... 

Early in the morning, Yu Qi followed Song Twin to their greenhouse. The area around the greenhouse 

was being secured with the gates surrounding the greenhouse. 

"Miss Yu Qi, this gate was installed after a theft happened." Song Tao said. 

"They came to destroy Miss Yu Qi's greenhouse. They were jealous of this. Luckily we came fast 

preventing any damage. So, to increase the security around, we installed this electric gate." Song Tao 

continued. 

"I see. Owh, I can see my mansion now." Yu Qi saw the mansion beside the lake. She also requested to 

Old Man Feng to build a mansion here. 

"The worker said the interior design will fully complete around two months." Song Tai's turn to talk. 

Song Tao opened the key. "I will make a spare key to Miss Yu Qi in case you want to come alone." 

"Thank you" 

Aoi who came to follow them running around. 'Master, I want to play around.' 

'Okay, be careful.' 

Before three of them entered, they were greeted by someone voice. 

"Song brother, good morning." Jung Lian shouted to them. Then she saw Yu Qi. "Miss Yu Qi, long time 

no see." 

"Brother Lian, Brother Wen Ding, Sister Bing, long time no see too." Yu Qi greeted them and turned to 

one more person. She did not know this girl. 

"This..." Yu Qi inquired. 

"I'm a cousin of Brother Yin. Kim Hai Yu. " The girl gave an arrogant look to Yu Qi. 

"Go home. You said you just want to send me to work. We had arrived." Yin Wen Ding told to that girl. 



"But I want to enter too." Kim Hai Yu whined. 

"I'm not here to play but work." 

"Why I can't enter when she can?" Kim Hai Yu pointed to Yu Qi. 

She already knew all the worker in this greenhouse. And this girl in front of her was not one of them. 

She suspected she was a friend of Song Twin since she came together with them. 

"Idiot. Because she is the owner of this greenhouse." Lang Bing answered her question. She already felt 

annoyed by this girl. 

Kim Hai Yu was shocked. She looked at Yu Qi up and down. Yu Qi was so young. Maybe no entering age 

of twenty yet. How can she was the owner? 

"Well, you can enter if you want but be careful." Yu Qi entered leaving them. 

All the worker together with Kim Hai Yu entered the greenhouse. Yu Qi went to the herbs sections. The 

herbs that they grew growing up greatly. 

'Master, if you water the herbs with our water lake in your space, they will be the same as mine in the 

space.' Bo Ya's voice popped up. 

'Really? I have to think about something to make it. To bring out the water and watering all of them at 

the same time. I don't want to water them one by one. That was really tiring." 

'Master, you don't need to water them with our water lake all the time. Once in a while should be 

enough.' 

'I see. Then it's great.' 

She walked toward the fruits section. According to the twin, it was harvest time. Well, she could see it. 

The fruits section was very colorful. All of the workers were working here harvesting the fruits except for 

Lang Bing. 

Understood that Yu Qi was looking for Lang Bing, Jung Lian told her that they took turned to finish the 

job at their own section before came to harvest the fruits. 

Yu Qi was silent for a moment. Since the greenhouse was full inside, she was thinking to add some new 

workers to help around. 

"I'm thinking of hiring new workers. Do you guys have someone in mind?" Yu Qi asked all the men here. 

"I want to work here." Kim Hai Yu excitedly told her. 

"No." Yu Qi rejected her straightforward. 

"Why?" Kim Hai Yu looked angrily. 

"Because I know you will not work instead wanted to be together with Brother Wen Ding. Why should I 

hired you since I know the reason?" Yu Qi looked differently to Kim Hai Yu. 

Kim Hai Yu looked angry so she turned away left. 



"We will have dinner at my grandfather house. I will treat you something delicious." Yu Qi smiled at her 

employees. 

Chapter 140: Meeting An Old Enemy 

Yu Qi together with Song Tao and Song Tai went to the market to buy something for their arranged 

dinner with her employees. She wanted to treat them with seafood. She already asked her employees 

whether they had allergy on seafood. Nor of them had it. 

She brought a lot. Prawns, crabs, oysters, squids, clam, octopus, mussel, and crayfish. Song Tai's mouth 

was wetting when he saw those ingredients. 

For the vegetables, they just took from the greenhouse. Yu Qi happily went to the kitchen to cook the 

feast. Sister Chu Xiao offered her for help. She accepted her help because she might need some help. 

Song Tao and Song Tai offered their help too. They moved under the Yu Qi instruction. 

After two hours working in the kitchen, the variety of cooks appeared in the dining table. Yin Weng Ding 

arrived, followed by Lang Bing and Jung Lian after fifteen minutes. 

The feast began. Grandpa Tang praised Yu Qi cooking. Uncle Song Nan and Sister Chu Xiao also joined. 

They were eating while talking happily. 

"Miss Yu Qi, you are such a good cook. Your future husband will be very delighted." Jung Lian praised Yu 

Qi. 

Yu Qi coughed several times when she heard the word 'future husband'. Her thought then occupied with 

one man. Well, that man was our male lead, Long Hui. She wondered where was Long Hui right now. 

"Did Miss Yu Qi already have a boyfriend?" Lang Bing asked. 

"What...No." Yu Qi blushed. 

Lang Bing grinned to Yu Qi. Her lady boss had her suitor. She wondered what kind of man he was. 

"Miss Yu Qi, I have a friend that graduate in Agriculture Bachelor. He was looking for the job right now. 

May I recommend him to you?" Yin Weng Ding opened his mouth suggesting his friend when he knew 

that Yu Qi was looking for new employees. 

"Oh, really? Well, bring him to see me then. I'm available until the end of this month." Yu Qi was happy 

when she had the candidate for the job. 

..... 

The next day, Yu Qi visited the ryokan. The ryokan was still in the process of its construction. She was 

satisfied with the progress. 

Yu Qi already thought the idea of watering her greenhouse with water lake in her space. The 

greenhouse had two big tanks of water. She would try to close the water system before removed the 

tank. She just needed to put her hand on the tanks to bring them inside her space. Maybe she will end 

up working for a long time to fill the tanks. 



She walked around the town. It had been a long time since she first woke up from her reborn. Many 

things changed. She worked so hard to avoid the things that happened to her in her past life. 

"Yu Qi?" Someone was calling her name. 

Yu Qi turned. Wang Fu Ya. Yu Qi maintained her poker face. 

Wang Fu Ya smiled. She never thought to see this orphan again. Bad things happened to her family 

because of this woman. 

"Never expect to see you around." Wang Fu Ya started the conversation. 

"Yes, me too." Yu Qi glanced to Wang Fu Ya. 

"This is my mid break. I studied fashion design at B University." Wang Fu Ya tried to show off. 

Wang Fu Ya managed to enter the university to study fashion design when one of the applicants 

rejected the pass. Her result was so-so. But she had talent in designing the clothes. 

"Oh, really? Me too. I'm studied at Starlight University in medical." Yu Qi did not intend to show off but 

Wang Fu Ya thought that. 

Of course, Wang Fu Ya thought that because Starlight University was very famous. It was ranked second 

among the universities in the country. To enter the Starlight University was very hard. The requirement 

to enroll in Starlight University was very high. 

It was more difficult to enroll in that university when coming to the medical course. All of the applicants 

to study the medical course at Starlight University were among the top scorers in the country. So, 

compare to Wang Fu Ya's university, it was nothing. 

"Sister." 

Yu Qi and Wang Fu Ya turned to the person that called sister. Wang Ha Na. 

"What are you doing here, sister?" Wang Ha Na asked Wang Fu Ya without noticed who was the person 

together with her sister. 

"Talking to someone." Wang Fu Ya made a gesture to her sister. 

"You!!!" Wang Ha Na screamed. "What are you doing here?" 

"I did not know this place was yours." Yu Qi sarcastic commented it. 

"What?" 

"I can be anywhere I wanted to be. Do I need your permission?" Yu Qi chuckled. 

Wang Ha Na wanted to hit Yu Qi but Wang Fu Ya prevented her. Wang Ha Na calmed down. 

"Pui, I don't want to argue you anymore. It was unlucky. Mum said you had been throw because of that. 

No wonder your own family doesn't want you." Wang Ha Na said. 

"What?" Yu Qi clutched her hand. 



"Our mum said you had been throw because you were unlucky." Wang Ha Na repeated that. "Mum said 

the director of the orphanage said that to mum when she went to adopt you back then." 

Yu Qi was silent. Her desire to find her own family still strong. She needed information. The orphanage 

might still have a clue on that. 

 


